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HOUR SATELLITE WATCH WITH PROTECTIVE SHIELD.
AUTOMATIC WINDING REGULATED BY TURBINES.
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’ NOTE
EDITOR’S
is month’s issue is a special one as it marks the return of in person fairs
and trade shows aer a two year long hiatus. As the industry resumes its
original fervor, the excitement was palpable in 2022’s Watches and
Wonders fair. Be it new launches, innovative designs, informative panel
discussions or enlightening keynote speeches, this year’s Watches and
Wonders saw it all! Watchmaking maisons launched a slew of new models
and allowed watch lovers to experience the magic of watchmaking. We
bring you all the latest oerings, trends and information on the watch
industry’s most awaited show!

Closer home, Indian brands have made excellent advances in the
Smart Watches category as they test out their latest oerings on the
discerning Indian consumer. e starry night with its dark shades and
aura of mystery inspires a new collection by Casio. Purples, ink blues,
steel grays and of course jet black make an appearance on watches that
are sure to steel the night! e arrival of spring sees a burst of colours
and shades that makes watches available in every colour of the rainbow.
ese collections will appeal to both young and old as there is something
for everyone.
Watch brands are slowly blurring the lines between product categories
and making bold forays into lifestyle verticals. With a never seen before
collaboration of watchmaking giants and other lifestyle related brands,
the world of watches is in for an exciting ride!
We hope you enjoy this issue!
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Drawing inspiration from celestial bodies, Fossil India launches its latest
collection that pays a tribute to the sun and the moon. e sun, moon
and stars all feature on this delectable collection that is sure to wow
every type of watch enthusiast. We give you a roundup of these creations
that make one feel like a cosmic event is taking place on your wrist every
day! In a similar vein, aordable watches brand Swatch collaborates with
industry pioneer Omega to bring to you a space inspired collection that’s
out of this world. Japanese brand Seiko encapsulates the spirit of
adventure with its latest collection that incorporates the cool blue
tones of ice in a watch.

SUNIL KARER
EDITOR
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FOSSIL
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Cosmic Confluence
ver since its inception in 2008, Fossil India has been a mainstay
in the affordable watches category in India. With its youthful
designs and superior craftsmanship Fossil has managed to
garner a loyal following from the youngsters of the country. With a
widespread presence in India, Fossil has managed to consistently
maintain its growth and push the boundaries of innovation. The focus on
automatics brings to light the brand’s effort towards sustainability, as the watches do not need a
battery, along with showcasing the capabilities in design.
“Today we have 22 dedicated Fossil retail stores in the best locations across the country. We are also
present in 750+ points of sales in leading Department stores across the country like Shoppers Stop,
Lifestyle and Collective as well as specialty watch stores like Helios, Kamal Watches, Zimsons,
Just watches and a host of leading watch retailers. We are also present in key consumer Electronic
stores like Reliance Digital and Croma,” says Johnson Verghese, Managing Director, Fossil India.

“The Shining Stars collection has been created to provide people with a
luxury celestial experience displaying style and Fossil’s craftsmanship.
As the leading fashion watch player in India we enhance our product
portfolio to create watches that our customers love,” explains
Mr Johnson.
The collection includes the Neutra Moonphase and the Jacqueline
Sun/Moon watches. Each watch features a novel movement that tracks
celestial features with a harmonious blend of sophisticated details and
quality finishings.
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The simple act of looking up into the sky has a layered meaning of being
dreamy, romantic, head in the clouds idealistic. But with a sight as
beautiful as the night’s sky how can one resist? Channeling the energy of
this celestial body, Fossil introduces a collection that is powered by the
movements of the moon and appealing to the consumer’s astronomical
side, the brand launches its latest Shining Stars Collection.

Watch Market Review April 2022

A SKY FULL OF STARS
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THE NEUTRA MOONPHASE FOR HIM
Balance and proportion form the foundation of the Neutra Moonphase
collection, one which exudes both sophistication as well as high quality.
Powered by innovative engineering, the watch's Moonphase movement
keeps track of the lunar cycle and features a minimal design that offers
enhanced functionality. The sun / moon movement indicates the time
of day or night. As the day goes on, a sun or moon gradually appears.
Moonphase complications typically involve the placement of two
identical moons on a disc under the dial. A 59-tooth driving wheel
controls the movement of the disc using a mechanical finger to advance
the disc once per day. On the completion of a single 29.5 day lunar
cycle, the second moon appears in the aperture resulting in a total of 59
teeth. While the driving wheel remains constant, the details of the
underlying moon disc will differ depending on the design of the dial and
aperture.
In terms of the aesthetics, the design is inspired by the clean-lined look
of mid-century modern design, making it a straightforward, uncluttered,
and functional dress piece. It is suitable for both work and play, and is
available in five variants in both leather strap as well as stainless steel
bracelet. The sunray dial is encased in stainless steel, and features day
and night dials with genuine Japanese moonphase movement.

In order to change or correct the time display on the day/night watch,
Fossil provides an easy method. Pull the crown out to position IIII. This
will stop the watch. Turn the hands forward by turning the crown, until the
current moonphase display appears. Push the crown back into positon II
and set the current date using the quick change. Push the crown back to
position I. The time will now be displayed correctly.
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The classic Jacqueline receives a makeover and is now called the Jacqueline
Day/Night. It is a whimsical 3 hand watch where the dial exhibits a starry
sky graphic and ornate mother of pearl clouds on the surface of the dial. As
the day goes on, a moon or sun gradually appears on the dial, allowing you
to follow their movement throughout the day. Additional clear glitz crystals
on the top ring and polished 5-link bracelet really makes the Jacqueline
Day/Night sparkle, much like stars in the night sky. Also available in five
variants, the Jacqueline Day/Night is a quintessential piece for any time of
the year.

Watch Market Review April 2022

THE JACQUELINE DAY/NIGHT – FOR HER
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In Conversation with Johnson Verghese,
Managing Director, Fossil India
Talk us through Fossil now focusing on moonphase/day
and night watches and automatics. What is the reason
behind the shift in focus?
Fossil has been on a growth trajectory since our launch in
2008. We constantly push ourselves to innovate and come up
with superior quality products for our consumers. The focus
on automatics brings to light our effort towards sustainability,
as the watches do not need a battery, along with showcasing
the capabilities in design. The Shining stars collection is to
provide people with a luxury celestial experience displaying
style and Fossil’s craftsmanship. As the leading fashion watch
player in India we enhance our product portfolio to create
watches that our customers love.
How has the consumer responded?
Our consumers have been loving both our Shining stars and
Automatics collections. Both the categories have products
across different designs, colors and materials. Despite Shining
stars being a recent launch, we are seeing a lot of interest
amongst our audiences towards the collections, and it is doing
well so far.
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Today we have 22 dedicated Fossil retail stores in the best
locations across the country. We are also present in 750+
points of sales in leading Department stores across the
country like Shoppers Stop, Lifestyle and Collective as well as
specialty watch stores like Helios, Kamal Watches, Zimsons,
Just watches and a host of leading watch retailers. We are also
present in key consumer Electronic stores like Reliance
Digital and Croma. We are going above and beyond to ensure
our customers across the country have access to the best
fashion accessories. We have been on a growth path for Fossil
from the time we set up our operations in India in 2008
barring the drop due to Covid in 2020. We do see a strong
future for Fossil in India given the brand’s distinct appeal to
the young adults in the country.
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Growth of Fossil watches in India?
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OMEGA
Call Of The Sea

mega has always had a special connection with the sea. Be it the rst ever timepiece to
dive into the deepest depths of the ocean or its headlining Seamaster collection, Omega
is the undisputed ruler of the seas. In order to continue its legacy, the brand has now
made the technology that made the dive possible available to the public by transforming it into an
impressive 6000m collection.

Perhaps one of the most iconic features of the watch is the
asymmetrical case which is reminiscent of the original Ultra Deep
model. e watch features a brushed ceramic bezel with a trademark
liquidmetal diving scale along with distinctive ‘Manta Lugs.’ e case
sits atop a cyan and black striped NATO strap that is made from
polyamide yarn, sourced from 100% recycled shing nets. A sturdy
loop and buckle secures that watch to your wrist made in
grade 5 titanium.
e dome shaped sapphire crystal houses a black titanium dial
printed with cyan coloured numericals. e central seconds hand
adds a touch on contrast to the dial with its blue gradient. On the
ipside of the watch, you will nd a grade 5 titanium caseback
featuring a laser engraved Sonar emblem and the signature
Omega seashorse at its core. e words “Divers’ watch 6000 m
for saturation diving” are included to rearm the watch’s
adventurous credentials.

17  Watch Market Review  April 2022

Watch lovers can expect the release of seven new state of the art
models as a part of Omega’s Ultra Deep collection. e watches are
6000 meters water resistant which is a staggering 20,000 feet under
water, a feat that has not yet been achieved by any other watch
maison in the world. e 45.5 mm range is led by a bold version
craed in sand blasted and forged grade 5 titanium.
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FREDERIQUE CONSTANT
Two's Company
mbracing the contours of time with a keen focus on the present, Swiss watchmaking maison
Frederique Constant introduces two new sparkling additions to its gship Highlife collection.
Launched in 1999 the Highlife collection has been a landmark in the history of the brand as its
superlative watchmaking techniques have stood the test of time.

Chic and glamorous the new Highlife Ladies Automatic features a
34 mm case adorned with yellow gold plating that acts as a perfect
accessory to your wri
old
with its fully yellow gold plated case, bracelet, indexes and hands.
g that can top a fully gold plated watch is diamonds;
and the Highlife Ladies Automatic comes with eight genuine
diamond hour markers. A date window positioned at 3 o’ clock
is outlined with gold making this timepiece a sight to behold.
el, which has been polished using a mirror technique,
showcases an alternating range of ma e and polished surfaces
that make for a captivating timepiece. Perhaps the most distinctive
aspect of the Highlife collection, the dial is resplendent with the
brilliance of diamonds decorating the edges and the iconic
engraved globe giving this timepiece its signature look.
acelet of the watch is gilded in gold where two satin
shed links hug the polished central link

completing the timepiece. Along with this watch, the wearer will also
receive a white rubber watch strap a ched with a yellow gold plated
pin buckle allowing the piece to go from red carpet to urban look in
the blink of an eye and without tools!
For those who simply cannot choose between the glimmer of gold and
the allure of silver, Frederique Constant offers a two toned timepiece as
part of its Highlife Ladies Automatic repertoire. An aesthetic
combination of tones, metals and r ctions this piece is for those who
prefer a bold and playful mix of tradition, modernity and urban
landscapes. All the sa
shed gold plated parts of the previous
model have been swapped for the solid and grey hues of steel while the
rest of the piece remains intact in gold. Like its yellow gold
counterpart, this new model also comes with a rubber strap. Both
models enclose an automatic calibre with a 38-hour power reserve,
richly decorated in a spiral pa ern and visible through the open
case-back.

SONATA
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Behind The Scenes
onata has been synonymous with statement
making watches at an affordable
price range as their timepieces incorporate the
latest trendy designs with superior
quality standards. The brand offers a watch for
every wrist and occasion, continuing to
evoke pride and confidence in every customer.

In its latest collection, Sonata takes you
into the fascinating inner workings of a
timepiece as it presents Unveil - Skeletal
a quartz watches collection. The visible
transparent moving parts of the skeletal
quartz showcase the movement and
present the wearer with an insight into the
intricate world of watchmaking.
Style meets function in this newest
launch that comprises of both men
and women’s watches. It offers

customers a wide variety of 17 variants
to choose from along with a plethora of
colours and strap options. You will find
multi-crystal studded dials as well as dual
finish metal straps, stunning steel cases and
even polished leather straps in the
Unveil-Skeletal collection. Be it a formal
meeting or a casual catch up with friends,
the collection has something for everyone.
Each piece is priced between INR 1999 to
INR 2499 making it a pocket friendly
option for gifting as well.

together the leading names of the Watchmaking and luxury industry from March 30 to April 5, 2022 at Geneva Palexpo.

WATCHES AND WONDERS GENEVA
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A Wonderful Response
Watches and Wonders Geneva saw the presence of renowned watch making brands, watch makers and watch
lovers as they experienced the latest launches, products, panel discussions, keynote speeches as well as creativity
which reinforces the importance of this annual get-together.

In a world where social distancing became the norm, Watches and Wonders
who traveled to Geneva for the event, generating more than 30,000 overnight
38 exhibiting Maisons, including 19 newcomers, the show was buzzing during
a week of extraordinary dynamism.
developed an exhibiting Salon where brands could showcase their timepieces
Maisons, and occasionally exceeded all expectations, with some brands selling
out of their new pieces before the event concluded.

were 1,700 Touch & Feel sessions for the press, 20 Keynotes from exhibiting
Maisons, 7,000 meetings with retailers, not to mention the many discussion
panels addressing future challenges such as sustainability, innovation and
customer experience.
With an estimated reach of 350 million people and 800,000 posts mentioning
#watchesandwonders on various social media platforms and other digital
channels, Watches and Wonders Geneva is ensuring that watchmaking

Morning Show, presented by renowned business journalist
Olivia Chang, testify to the expectations of a discerning
the Late Show, the new program, which was also broadcast
live from the salon every day on the website and on its
Youtube channel.

should delight collectors, just like the dials demonstrating the
skills of artistic trades such as marquetry or enamel.
Platinum and yellow gold continue to rule the roost while
are still popular choices. Orange, coral and red are limited to a
few designs, as are mineral, beige and forest green shades.

As always, the Watches and Wonders show has thrown up a
number of trends in the world of watches which set the tone

Focused on creativity, innovation and sharing, the 2022
Watches and Wonders Geneva event ended on a very positive note.
With its hybrid, physical and digital, format, the salon has
made it possible to reconcile the demands of an ultra - connected
age with in-person meetings, proving that both are possible.
Watches and Wonders Geneva has just demonstrated that

minute repeater, a skeleton movement or a tourbillon which

(Non-Fungible Tokens) can coexist harmoniously.

FH President, Jean-Daniel Pasche at Watches and World 2022

Ambiance at Watches and World 2022

Grand Seiko Booth at Watches and World 2022

Karishma Karer with Rolf Studer, CEO of Oris

Karishma Karer with Wilhelm Schmid, CEO of A. Lange & Söhne
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Mini BaselWorld at Watches and World 2022
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users, enabling the 2,600 accredited digital journalists to follow
all the news from the salon live. Nearly 80 product presentations
were broadcast digitally to meet the needs of those press members

A. LANGE & SÖHNE
An Audio Visual
Masterpiece
A beautiful amalgamation of light and sound,
the latest launch from the German house of
A. Lange & Söhne is a treat to both, the eyes
Richard Lange Minute Repeater is based on the
mechanism strikes the hours, the quarter hours, and the minutes. It follows a mechanical programme that with
the last quarter hour with a higher-pitched tone.
high tones. When the repeater sequence is activated, the sapphire-crystal caseback reveals exactly how the
mirror-polished gong hammers execute the respective sequence of strikes on the two gongs that are wrapped

26
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the 191-part mechanism.
exquisite musical instrument. A lucid, clear, and reverberant sound is assured by the hand-tuned gongs that
harmonise perfectly with the acoustic characteristics of platinum, the case material.

bearing jewels are set in polished gold chatons on a three-quarter plate made of untreated German silver and
only 50 pieces and is a prized possession for every watch lover!

CARTIER
Time and Again

design and precise watch making.
Going back almost one hundred
years, Cartier has a long history
doze of mechanical intricacy and classical French aesthetics.
Produced just two years before the start of the First World War, the Model A had a transparent glass dial in
which the hour and minute hands were suspended, appearing completely disconnected from the movement.
Magic Clock or Mystery Clock theme, and the secret to how they worked was closely held – even Cartier

27

movement operates in 43 jewels at a frequency of 28,800 vph.
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Watchmaking Masse Mystérieuse at the Watches and Wonders 2022 Geneva. “Mysterious Mass” could literally
mean anything from a religious rite to a medical diagnosis. In this case, however, it translates into an automatic,
time-only watch with the most unusual winding system you will ever see.

GRAND SEIKO
From Concept To
Reality
In 2020,
2020, Grand
Grand Seiko
Seiko introduced
introduced aa
In
patented
mechanism
patented mechanism
Constant-force Tourbillon”
Tourbillon” which
which
Constant-force
consisted of
of 340
340 components
components
consisted
working in
in complete
complete
working
synchronization. While
While itit was
was an
an
synchronization.
impressive feat,
feat, the
the brand
brand continued
continued to
to conceptualize
conceptualize and
and develop
develop aa technology
technology that
that the
the world
world of
of watches
watches has
has
impressive
never seen
seen before.
before. So
So in
in 2022,
2022, the
the Japanese
Japanese watch
watch making
making brand
brand has
has introduced
introduced an
an unprecedented,
unprecedented, innovative
innovative
never
movement
that
delivers
a
level
of
stable
accuracy
unprecedented
for
Grand
Seiko
by
combining
a
tourbillon
movement that delivers a level of stable accuracy unprecedented for Grand Seiko by combining a tourbillon
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motion and
and with
with its
its carefully
carefully designed
designed sound,
sound, this
this revolutionary
revolutionary watch
watch reveals
reveals its
its vitality
vitality both
both audibly
audibly and
and
motion
visually, thanks
thanks to
to the
the open-work
open-work design
design and
and the
the sapphire
sapphire case
case back.
back.
visually,

inner tourbillon
tourbillon carriage
carriage rotates
rotates smoothly
smoothly as
as the
the balance
balance steadily
steadily vibrates
vibrates at
at 8-beats
8-beats per
per second
second and
and the
the outer
outer
inner
constant-force carriage
carriage follows
follows its
its rotation
rotation at
at exact
exact one-second
one-second intervals.
intervals.
constant-force
harmonize with
with this
this regular
regular visual
visual rhythm
rhythm to
to create,
create, for
for both
both the
the eye
eye and
and the
the ear,
ear, aa deeply
deeply satisfying
satisfying and
and
harmonize
which isis made
made possible
possible by
by 9ST1
9ST1 being
being the
the movement
movement with
with the
the highest
highest frequency.
frequency.
which

HUBLOT
Colourful Trip Around
The Globe
For more than 15 years,
watch making maison Hublot has
presented a slew of options in its
Big Bang with an integrated
strong aesthetic for a timepiece
crown over moulded with rubber.
resistance of this material and enhancing the intensity of its colour while retaining its lightness, making it a
delight to wear owing to its low thermal conductivity and its hypoallergenic quality.

All packed in a 42-mm case, ready to take you on a non-stop 72-hour journey tracked by the UNICO V2
architecture, easier assembly and enhanced legibility and functionality. It also boasts an integrated bracelet
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An indigo blue from the Majorelle Garden and the streets of Chefchaouen in Morocco, and the Blue City of
Jodhpur in Rajasthan. A sky blue from the South Seas. A sand beige from the deserts, and from the beaches of
the Caribbean. And a jungle green from the tropical forests.
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With this Hublot ceramic, the Big Bang Integral is in its element, bringing 4 new monochrome shades to the
collection. Each available in a limited edition of 250 pieces, there are 4 colourways which represent the
elements of water, earth and wood each taking you on a journey around the world.

JAEGER-LECOULTRE
Star Struck
inspiration Swiss Watch making maison
enchanting celestial phenomenon has
been replicated in a timepiece, thanks
to an entirely new mechanism conceived and developed within the Manufacture. Activated by the movement of
the wrist, the shooting star appears on the dial at random moments – usually four to six times per hour – its
summoned on demand by turning the winding crown several times.
Entirely made of blue Aventurine, the dial of the new Rendez-Vous Dazzling Star exquisitely captures the
beauty of a star-studded night sky. In the centre, framed by a ring of diamonds, three discs are layered over each
other. As per the design codes of the beloved Rendez-Vous collection, the central display is surrounded by a
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indicated on these scales by golden Floral hands.

upper surfaces of the lugs are set with diamonds and an inverted diamond is set into the crown.

of 436 diamonds (for 4.88 carats) that complete this dazzling timepiece.

ORIS
Breaking Bar
A timepiece is so much more than
an instrument that tells you the
time. It is a labour of love that
requires million of tiny parts to
work in perfect harmony that gives you the precise time. It is perhaps this reason that the process of
manufacturing a timepiece is referred to an art. And it truly is one. With the increase in use of technology, this
art has fallen by the wayside as most people forget the joys of a mechanical watch. But to ardent watch lovers
they continue to hold immense value. Mechanical watches are an antidote to technology’s blinding light. When
you see an escapement wheel oscillating or a chronograph’s pushers initiating the steady advance of a central
seconds hand, it’s reassuringly knowable. Poetic. Joyful even.

are satin and sand-blasted, giving the watch its raw, technical look, and complemented by the familiar ProPilot

your watch wardrobe.
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has a sweep central seconds hand and a date at 6 o’clock. All Calibre 400 Series watches carry 10-year
warranties and 10-year recommended service intervals, and that applies to the ProPilot X Calibre 400, too.
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by protectors.

PANERAI
Towards A
Sustainable Future
Panerai

As a leading watchmaker,
has conquered the art of
watchmaking through its
sophisticated movements and

timepiece that will reduce the ecological impact of every aspect of the watch industry.

which is 137 g.
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A mix of deep blue, gray and green shades make up the dial and bezel of the 44mm Submersible Quaranta

appearance a surprising dimension.

watch, both in the same color as their companion dial.
recycled PET, while the second strap is made from recycled rubber. A tool that allows interchangeability of the
straps and a screwdriver for removing the buckle also accompanies every watch.

ROLEX
Exploring the Unknown
GMT-Master has always been a
favourite amongst travelers and
adventurers. With its signature
design that sports a bidirectional
rotatable bezel and a 24-hour
less travelled.

As a symbol of robustness, the 40 mm Oyster case of the new GMT-Master II is guaranteed waterproof to a
features and a classic design, the new Rolex GMT-Master II is touted to explore unchartered territories along
with its wearer.

33

Cerachrom bezel insert in green and black ceramic – a colour pairing never before seen on the model. With
traditional hour, minute and seconds hands, a triangle-tipped 24-hour hand, and a bidirectional rotatable bezel
with a 24-hour graduated Cerachrom insert, the GMT-Master II can display the time in two time zones
simultaneously: either the local time and the reference time, or the local time and that of an alternative time
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Unveiling its latest model, Rolex has designed an upgraded model of its much loved Oyster Perpetual

TAG HEUER
Here Comes The Sun
Energized by the powerful rays of
the sun, TAG Heuer’s latest
brand’s already existing Aquaracer
Collection. Bold, active, and at one with nature – the philosophy behind the Aquaracer has always been one of
philosophy to a new watch, with the release of the new TAG Heuer Aquaracer Professional 200 – featuring the
new TAG Heuer solar-powered movement.

34
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allowing legibility at nightfall. In addition to giving the Aquaracer Professional 200 Solargraph an extraordinary
and brightened look, the technology allows play sports even during the night with this highly legible watch on
the wrist.

light up the nights above the Artic Circles.
A black rubber strap gives the watch a sporty look by keeping in line with the athletic positioning of the
TAG Heuer has teamed up with the Manufacture of La Joux-Perret based in La Chaux-de-Fonds, using the

TUDOR
Adventure Awaits
If you are someone who loves to
explore the unknown, always
down for an adventure and shy
away from the conventional then
the Tudor Black Bay Pro is the
right pick for you. A tool watch designed for professional use, the timepiece is a part of the brand’s Black Bay
line and a valuable addition into the Swiss watchmakers repertoire of timepieces.
has been entirely redesigned for maximum grip. Reminiscent of the curves found on the crowns of the brand’s
visible. In another new feature, the applied hour markers on the dial are made from monobloc luminous
luminous surface of the hour markers.

performance going beyond the standards set by this independent institute.
with a yellow stripe, a stainless steel bracelet with a folding clasp or a hybrid strap in black rubber and fabric.

35

developed by the brand. Together with its non-magnetic silicon balance spring, the Manufacture Calibre
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aesthetic hallmark of Tudor, which completes a lap of the dial every 24 hours. Local time is indicated by

VACHERON
CONSTANTIN
All that Glitters
In 1977 Swiss Watch making
maison Vacheron Constantin released an emblematic sporty chic timepiece called 222 ‘Jumbo’ on the occasion

Today, the brand re-launches its signature model, but with a few tweaks in the interest of comfort and enhanced
reliability. Aesthetically, the watch resembles the original model where a 18k 3N yellow gold toned case

36
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double-blade) clasp and the articulation of the bracelet has been redesigned to ensure a more comfortable feel
on the wrist.
new-generation in-house Calibre 2455/2 featuring an oscillating weight redesigned for this model. Operating
that of the original model. Steeped in history, the 222 ‘Jumbo’ is not just a timepiece but an heirloom that has
stood the test of time.

ZENITH
Modern Meets Classic
Fondly known as ‘Master of
Chronographs’, Swiss Luxury
watchmaker Zenith boasts of an
illustrious history and countless
achievements in the watchmaking industry under its belt. As a brand that has 50 years of experience in creating
mechanical chronographs, the title of ‘Master of Chronographs’ is well deserved.
In 2003, Zenith introduced the Chronomaster Open with the aim of making the high frequency beating
watchmaking that a chronograph featured a partially open dial solely to reveal the regulating organ and
escapement.
instantly recognizable El Primero design element, the latest iteration of the Chronomaster Open retains it

of the 3600 that debuted in the Chronomaster Sport, featuring an open base plate and bridges that allow for a
clearer view of the high-frequency 5Hz escapement with lubricant-free silicon escape wheel and pallet lever.
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opting for circular openings with chamfered edges, revealing the movement with more straight bridges and a
more contemporary grey tone. Catering to the prevalent demand for watches with more modest proportions,
the round case now measures 39.5mm wide compared to the previous 42mm model, with slimmer lugs and
more pronounced polished bevels on the edges.
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the case with the previous versions of the Chronomaster Open, the three counter colours are retained thanks
to a hesalite crystal element that serves as a readable sub-dial while allowing a view of the silicon star - shaped
escape wheel.
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Riot of Colo

ver thought it was possible to upcycle a plastic bottle into a
wrist watch? Well, with Swiss watch brand Maurice Lacroix,
this is now possible. Unveiling the brightest, most eye catching
collection of watches in every colour of the rainbow, Maurice Lacroix will
help you conserve the environment whilst looking on trend!
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In 2016, Maurice Lacroix launched AIKON, a model known for its precise timekeeping, impressive readability and extraordinary levels of wearer
comfor
s year, the brand launches AIKON #tide in an a empt to reduce plastic waste that ends up into the oce
tch is made of #tide which
is an ocean bound, upcycled plastic combined w
bre
esultant composite material is twice as hard as standar
e times more
resistant and has a carbon footprint signi
an the production of virgin PET. Every component of the watch including the bezel, case, crown,
end piece and buckle are made from this composite and it tak
o create one #tide AIKON watch along with its customized packaging.

To elaborate on the watch speci tions, the case measures 40 mm in
diameter and featur
t sapphire crystal, augmenting readability.
as the Vague du Jura motif engraved on its surface which acts
as a stylish shout out to the oce
IKON #tide is endowed with
a screwed crown together with a screwed caseback that allows the
watch to be water resistant up to 100 meters underwater
has be
ed with the Easy Strap Exchange system, allowing the
wearer to swap the strap for an alternative without the need for tools.
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IKON #tide i
ed with a quartz movement thus guaranteeing
convenience and precision. Backed with a 5 year warranty, the AIKON
#tide is a complete Swiss branded watch that is sure to add a riot of
colours to your watch wardrobe!
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SEIKO
Break The Ice
n the 1960’s and 1970’s when adventurers set off on polar expeditions, the watch that was their constant
companion was none other than Japanese watch making brand Seiko. Known for its ability to last under
extreme conditions along with its superlative watch making designs, Seiko was the preferred choice when it
came to explorers, adventurers and travelers. Thanks to its proven endurance and unbeatable performance on the
ice, Seiko takes watch lovers back to its polar roots with the launch of its latest Prospex Collection. Incorporating
the same spirit of adventure and zest for life, the collection is sure to become a beloved addition to your watch
wardrobe.
Pristine shades of white and blue reminiscent of the glaciers located in Arctic Circle and Antarctica have been
immortalized in these watches that lend a unique aesthetic to your collection. Each watch in the collection has
been inspired by one of Seiko’s early models launched between 1960’s and 1970’s.

The collection is a modern re-interpretations of three
legendary diver’s watches from this period that draw
their design inspiration from the glaciers that these
pioneers saw and that shape the landscapes and
seascapes of the Arctic and Antarctic. Each one has
a dial that evokes a different shade of glacial ice, from
deep blue to white.
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First up is the deep blue dial watch from 1965 used by
the members of the Japanese Antarctic Research
Expedition. Another light blue dial graced with a
darker blue bezel had been recreated from the landmark
1968 diver’s watch. It was the first Seiko watch with

300m water resistance and a 10-beat automatic movement.
The timepiece worn by Naomi Uemura in 1970 when he
completed a 12,500 km solo dog-sled run from Greenland
to Alaska serves as inspiration for the third and final piece
in the collection.
All three watches are powered by the Caliber 6R35 which
delivers a power reserve of 70 hours. Each timepiece is 200
meter water resistant perfect for an adventurous expedition
into the Arctic. The twelve indexes along with the watch
hands have been coated with Lumibrite so as to maximize
legibility in the dark.

MICHAEL KORS
Wedding Bells
eddings are the perfect time for you to shine. Be it as a bride,
family or a guest, everyone is expected to look their best.
What better way to accessorize than a timeless timepiece that
will be the perfect addition to your watch wardrobe. Luxury brand
Michael Kors has launched its bridal collection with different
categories for each wedding attendee.

Since all eyes are on the bride, her look has to be simply perfect.
The collection’s MK Lennox Quartz Watch is your best companion
as you begin this new phase of life. The Michael Kors logo takes
centre stage in a bold faceted form with a full pavé sparkling dial.
This gold-tone watch features a uniquely faceted pavé top ring and
golden stainless steel band and is sure to be an eye-catcher.
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The MK Everest Watch in Rose Gold with Blush coloured Stones is
the most spectacular companion for a blushing bride. Bejewelled
with light and dark semi-precious rose-coloured stones, the 42mm
case is further etched with sparkling gems on its rose-gold-tone
stainless steel bracelet.
It is said that a daughter’s wedding day is the most special day in a
mother’s life. Smiling, but teary eyed, the mother goes through a
gamut of emotions but still manages to look elegant during the
ceremony. A lady such as this deserves to be dressed to the nines
in Michael Kors MK Everest Watch in Gold with Sparkling Stones.
This classic chronograph gracefully consists of a 36mm case in a
gilded gold metal. Adorned with semi-precious stones around the
dial reflect the sparkle and shimmer of the happy mother of the bride.
Next in line, the bride’s sister can dress up to her heart’s desire as it the
happiest day of her sister’s life. The MK Everest Watch in Gold with
Turquoise Stones is a chic timepiece that features a light and dark
turquoise baguette stone topring on an oversized 42mm case. With a
gold-tone chronograph dial and stainless steel bracelet this is a great
accessory to commemorate this special occasion.
What’s a wedding without the fun and glamourous presence of
bridesmaids? The MK Everest Watches in Rose Gold and Silver with
Sparkling Stones is equipped with a quartz timepiece and the beautiful
white dial is covered with high-quality mineral glass with a stainless
steel strap. The chronograph has a 36mm case with a folding closure
clasp with WiFi smartphone connectivity which makes for instant
Instagram uploads!
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